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abstract
Navigation of the cup in total hip arthroplasty is well analyzed and shows accurate results, reducing cup outliers of Lewinnek’s “safe zone.” With regard to
the combined anteversion of cup and stem, however, a “new” safe zone with a
range of 25° to 50° has been published. The aim of this study was to analyze total
anteversion (cup and stem) by postoperative 3D computed tomography in isolated cup navigation cases. In 46 patients, the mean combined anteversion was
34.4° (range, 16.3°-57.3°, SD±9.3°) with 10 outliers. The mean cup anteversion
was 19.5° (range, 11°-27°, SD±3.7°). Regarding Lewinnek’s “safe zone” (cup
only), we observed 5 outliers. An improvement of technique of stem implantation or navigation may reduce outliers of combined anteversion.

T

he correct positioning of the acetabular and femoral components
during implantation of a total hip
arthroplasty (THA) minimizes the risk of
impingement and thus any potential complications such as accelerated polyethylene
wear, osteolysis, and premature loosening
of the implant.1-4 Previous studies1-6 examined the optimum position of the cup,
where positioning in the “safe zone” according Lewinnek et al,7 with an abduction
of 40⬚ (⫾10°) and an anteversion of 15⬚
(⫾10⬚), was desired. If positioning of the
acetabular cup occurs within this zone, then
the risk of dislocation could be reduced.7
However, less has been published regarding positioning of the femoral component. A
femoral anteversion of about 15⬚ is desired.3-9
Although the anteversion may be readily controlled by the surgeon in the case of cemented
endoprostheses, the resulting position when
implanting a cementless press-fit stem may
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be influenced by the geometry of the femoral neck, the antecurvation, and the cortical
thickness of the femoral stem.10,11 However,
depending on individual anatomic geometry,
a larger anteversion of the stem is frequently
accepted intraoperatively. Recent investigations show the importance of the correct positioning of acetabular and femoral components to prevent impingement of the femoral
neck against the acetabular cup in different
body positions.12
Hence, a combined anteversion (sum of
the anteversion of the cup plus anteversion of
the stem) for both components of 37⬚ (range,
25⬚ to 50⬚) was described to avoid impingement and a possible dislocation.8,9,12-14
It is, therefore, possible that in previous
studies in which only a navigation of the
cup was performed, that the sought anteversion of the cup was achieved, but that the
anteversion of the stem was not sufficiently
taken into consideration.5,6,15,16

The sum of the combined anteversions
was not routinely achieved and, therefore,
a higher proportion of outliers may be observed according to the concept of combined anteversion.14
Therefore, the aim of this study was to
perform a retrospective analysis of the combined anteversion of both stem and cup by
3D computed tomography (CT) in THAs,
wherein the cup was implanted with the aid
of a navigation system but stem implantation occurred freehand.
In addition, it was to be determined
whether a difference exists between the
outliers using the concept of combined anteversion or the anteversion according to the
Lewinnek’s “safe zone.”7,11
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Figure 1: Orientation of the cup anteversion and abduction compared with anterior pelvic plane (LASIS,
left anterosuperior iliac spine; RASIS, right anterosuperior iliac spine).

Figure 2: Femoral stem anteversion relative to the
condylar plane (extreme stem anteversion of 39°).

approval for CT scans was obtained, as was
informed consent for retrospective review
of data from each patient. All patients underwent THA due to primary coxarthrosis.
All operations were performed by a single
surgeon using the same technique and a
single cementless implant (Plasmacup and
Excia stem; B. Braun Aesculap, Tuttlingen,
Germany). Furthermore, all operations
were performed with the patient in supine
position using a minimally invasive anterolateral approach. The operative target of the
cup anteversion was 15⬚. In no case was the
cup fixed using an additional screw.
The imageless navigation of the cup was
carried out using the OrthoPilot THAplus
3.0 software (B. Braun Aesculap). An infrared reference tracker was attached over
a 0.5-cm long skin incision at the ipsilateral
iliac spine. Thereafter, infrared recording
of the 3 ossal landmarks was carried out:
the 2 anterosuperior iliac spines and the pubic symphysis. These osseous landmarks
define the anterior pelvic plane (APP) and
form the reference for cup positioning
throughout the operation.
The cup position was determined intraoperatively by the surgeon, with the help of
the navigation system, and recorded. After

To form an osseous reference system
for the postoperative cup evaluation, the
left and right anterosuperior iliac spines
(LASIS and RASIS) and the pubic symphysis were identified to calculate the
APP (Figure 2).
The normal vector of the APP plane is
the cross-product of the vectors, between the
previously described osseous landmarks.
The acetabular cup orientation was determined by acquiring a sufficient number
of points (30-40) on the acetabular cup
rim. A least-square-approximated plane
was created through these points to define the acetabular cup plane. A normal
cup vector was created from the deepest
point of the acetabular cup and projected
orthogonally to the acetabular cup plane.
The APP was projected in parallel through
the origin of the normal cup vector to define the projected APP. The angle between
the normal cup vector and its projection
onto the projected APP defines the cup anteversion (Figure 2).
From the projected APP, a sagittal
plane through the origin of the normal cup
vector was defined. The angle between the
projection of the normal cup vector onto
the projected APP and the border of the

the cup was implanted, the stem preparation was performed without navigation. An
anteversion of approximately 15⬚ for the
rotation of the stem was desired.
Computed tomography of the pelvis and
of the femur (Somatom Sensation 64, Siemens Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany), from the anterosuperior iliac spine
to the femoral condyles, was performed
postoperatively on all patients according to
a standardized procedure (120 kV, 50 mA,
collimation 64 ⫻ 0.6 mm, reconstructed
layer thickness 1 mm).
We used a 3D reconstruction of the
femur and of the pelvis using specialized
software (AMIRA software; Mercury
Computer Systems, Chelmsford, Massachusetts) was performed.17
In order to calculate the femoral anteversion, a condylar plane was defined
from the most dorsal point of the two dorsal femoral condyles to the cranial point
of the greater trochanter (Figure 1). A second plane (anteversion plane) was defined
from the midpoint of the conus, the midpoint of the prosthesis stem and the stem
tip. The angle between these two planes
defined the anteversion of the prosthesis
stem (Figure 1).
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Figure 3: Outliers according to the concept of combined anteversion11 and
the “safe zone” described
by Lewinnek et al.7 There
is one outlier according to
both definitions.

Outlier Lewinnek’s definition
Outlier combined anteversion
Outlier in both definitions
Cups inside both safe zones

3
sagittal plane and the projected APP define the cup abduction (Figure 2).
These calculations are based on Murray’s radiologic definitions.18 The APP
rather than the coronal plane was used as
a reference. All results in this study are
represented according to the radiologic
definition proposed by Murray to compare them with the “safe zone” proposed
by Lewinnek.7,18
Means, standard deviations, and ranges were determined for the measurements.
When comparing outliers, the Fisher exact
test was used.

into account the anteversion of Lewinnek’s
“safe zone,” 5 of 46 cups were outliers
(11%), and according to the concept of
combined anteversion, 10 of 46 implants
were outliers (22%) (Figure 3). This difference was not statistically significant
(P⫽.26). One endoprosthesis in 46 (2%)
was an outlier according to both definitions
(Figure 3). This was a statistically significant finding when using the concept of
combined anteversion (P⫽.007), but it was
not statistically significant when using Lewinnek’s “safe zone” (P⫽.2) (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
RESULTS
Data from 46 patients were collected
and evaluated. All patients were included
in the study. No patient suffered from
early complications. There were no dislocations or periprosthetic fractures. The
46 patients were comprised of 21 women
and 25 men. Average patient age was 68.7
years (range, 58-82). In the 3D CT analyses, we found a combined anteversion
of 34.4⬚ (range, 16.3⬚-57.3⬚; SD⫾9.3⬚).
Taking into consideration the combined
anteversion zone (25⬚-50⬚) according to
Dorr,14 we found 10 outliers (22%). The
mean stem anteversion was 14.9⬚ (range,
⫺5⬚ to 39⬚; SD⫾9.1⬚).
The mean cup anteversion alone was
19.5⬚ (range, 11⬚-27⬚; SD⫾3.7⬚). Taking
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Recently, the range of motion of an
endoprosthesis without impingement has
become increasingly important. Over the
past few years, however, for reasons of
improved patient function, the head size
of the endoprosthetic has been increased
and the conus thickness reduced.8 However, these implant improvements and the
resulting hip joint function are dependent
on accurate cup and stem position after
THA.1,4,7,10,12,14
The isolated intraoperative attention
on either the stem or cup position during
THA can result in errors. For example,
an anterior impingement during flexion
of the hip may result when the cup and
the stem are implanted with a slight anteversion, even when one component is

positioned within the permitted range of
implant position.7,12
In this study, we compared the outliers
between the concept of combined anteversion and the anteversion values of Lewinnek’s “safe zone.”7,14
The use of a navigation system ensured
a greater accuracy during positioning of
the acetabular components.5,6,15,16 When
using a pointer-based navigation system,
previous studies showed cup outliers of
7% to 20%.6,19 Using an ultrasound-based
navigation system, this accuracy could
be improved further.17 The observations
made in our study, that is, 11% cup outliers, is comparable with previously reported data.5,6,15,16,19 In those studies and
in our study, the “safe zone” according to
Lewinnek et al7 was used as a reference.
However, in none of those studies was the
resulting combined (ie, femoral and acetabular) anteversion analyzed.14
In our retrospective study, we found a
combined anteversion of 34.4⬚ (SD⫾9.3⬚).
Dorr et al,14 using stem and cup navigation, showed comparable values with
a mean combined anteversion of 37.6⬚
(SD⫾7⬚). However, Dorr et al14 observed
a lower range (19⬚-50⬚) than was seen in
our study (16.3⬚-57.3⬚).
Despite this low number of outliers
regarding the anteversion values for acetabular cup positioning (11%) according to Lewinnek’s “safe zone,” we found
22% outliers when considering combined anteversion (recommended range,
25⬚-50⬚). Only 1 endoprosthesis (2%) lay
outside both concepts. This indicates a
poor correlation between the 2 concepts.
The cause lies in the broader range of the
stem anteversion.
Thus, in our study in which cementless
femur stems were used, a broad range of
femoral anteversion was found, although
an anteversion of 15⬚ was desired. This
finding is in agreement with Dorr et al’s14
previously reported findings of a broad
range of retroversion (8.6⬚) to anteversion
(27.1⬚) using cementless stems. Other studies that used both cementless and cemented
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stems showed a range between 30⬚ retroversion and 45⬚ anteversion.20,21
This allows the conclusion to be drawn
that error is more likely than was previously believed when freehand implantation is
done. Even when cup navigation is used,
unless the resulting combined anteversion
is respected, there could be an associated
increased risk of impingement and subsequent dislocation of hip endoprosthesis.
The femoral plane, which is defined
by the most cranial point of the major
trochanter and the dorsal condyles, serves
as a reference for the intraoperative determination of femoral anteversion. A source
of error during positioning of the femoral
components is poor intraoperative determination of the dorsal femoral condyles.
Commonly these condyles are determined
indirectly, with the knee joint in 90⬚ flexion. A possible source of error with this
indirect method is deviation of the flexion
axis of the knee joint. Condylar hypoplasia, osteoarthritis degeneration, or ligamentous instability of the knee joint could
influence this flexion axis.
These influences could cause substantial rotational errors in stem position.
Therefore, with the leg extended rather
than in 90⬚ knee flexion, rotational differences in the prosthetic stem are expected.
Direct visualization of the dorsal femoral
condyles is desirable.
Another potential source of error is the
uncertain influence of the anteroposterior
isthmus and the antecurvation of the femur.
However, this geometry of the proximal femur appears to have a greater effect in the
case of thicker cortices of type A than in
type C shapes, in which retroversion of the
femoral components could result.11

“safe zone” than during freehand THA
implantation. However, because of the
broad range of possible cementless stem
positions, there is a statistically significant difference between the concept of
the combined anteversion and Lewinnek’s “safe zone.”
Thus, it is necessary to respect the positioning of the femoral stem. If the concept of combined anteversion is regarded,
then the surgeon should match the cup anteversion to the resulting stem anteversion. Whether the navigation of the stem
implantation or the femur-first technique
can bring about this improvement needs to
be determined in future studies.
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